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Oshkosh Truck Corporation designs and builds the toughest, most reliable, most technologically 

advanced trucks in the world. These vehicles have to perform in extreme conditions and face the 

toughest terrain on the planet. Our employees are the real power behind Oshkosh vehicles, and 

we’re looking for engineers who are ready for this kind of challenge. If you’ve got big ideas 

and stand by them, then we invite you to join us on campus. 

CAREER FAIR INFORMATION SESSION ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

SEPTEMBER 21, 2006 OCTOBER 24, 2006 OCTOBER 25 & 26, 2006 

ENGINEERING CENTERS UNION SOUTH ENGINEERING CAREER 

BUILDING 6 PM SERVICES 

11AM-—5PM 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS / MATERIALS SCIENCE CO-OP 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS / TEAM COORDINATOR CO-OP 

INDUSTRIAL / MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS - FULL TIME & INTERNS 

Sign up for on-campus interviews through Engineering Career Services. 

li For more specific information and to apply, please visit our website at = 

www.oshkoshtruckcorporation.com at 

Oshkosh Truck Corporation and its subsidiary companies offer competitive salaries, an excellent benefits program, 

and opportunities for ongoing training and growth. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities 

are encouraged to apply.
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EDITORIAL 

| Engineers must lead the charge 
{SG Rh, 

In this issue of Wisconsin Engineer, we feature several articles that tackle one of the most controversial, most 
\ B «x F explosive and most interesting issues of our generation: energy. 

{ i s * 
In the last 50 years, technological development has become an exponential phenomenon. New progress is 

i f occurring on a nearly daily basis, in fields ranging from computing to genetics. Driving this ever increasing 
2 race to develop is energy, which seems to be making itself more and more scarce. 

, This summer, the price of gas rose to more than three dollars per gallon. Things were not helped, of course, 
Martin Grasse by the instability of the present situation in the Middle East--the source of most of the world's oil. Politicians 
Writing Editor have expounded time and again that we need a better solution and that the country needs to end its depend- 

ence on foreign oil. However, it seems that little actually changes; we haven't made any realistic commit- 
ments or plans to accomplish these goals. 

Everyone has read stories about miraculous new technology that is "just around the corner" and is going to solve all our energy problems. 
Ihave heard otherwise intelligent people say, "Don't worry, in three years we will have [insert new technology here], and then everything 
will be fine." One such idea is the conversion to a "hydrogen economy," as described in "It's not easy being green," (p. 7) of this issue. The 
article points out many of the flaws in a wholesale conversion to hydrogen and explains the folly of relying on the substance to replace oil 
and resolve our crisis. 

Don't get me wrong, researching breakthrough technologies is great. Many of the items that we have come to depend on have been break- 
throughs. But as engineers, we know that these technological "miracles" are rare. While breakthroughs are possible, most technologies are 
developed through careful, methodical research and development work. 

Instead of relying on such drastic and far-fetched technological advances to solve the energy crisis we are facing, we need to leverage exist- 
ing technologies to find a realistic solution. This solution will not be thought up in a political rally and will not arise from an executive 
boardroom where the motivations are making profits or winning elections. Instead, the solution must come from the front line: the engi- 

neers who know how real development occurs. 

Many companies are on the right track; hybrid vehicles have taken off in the last few years, and efficient appliances are becoming more 
and more popular. But we need to do more than just dabble with strategies that hinge on consumer whims. 

One organization, known as the Apollo Alliance and featured in this issue's cover story (p. 10), is taking action. The group advocates an 
investment by the federal government of $300 billion to fuel the development of creative and practical solutions to the energy crisis. If the 
government is serious about solving the crisis, this is truly the kind of commitment and straightforward approach necessary to make a dif- 

ference. 

THE UNIVERSITY 

WISCONSIN 
“MADISON. 

Gi UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON AGM vey aH " As 
The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, a charter member of the Engineering College Magazines Associated, is published by and for engineering students at UW-Madison 
Philosophies and opinions expressed in this magazine do not necessarily reflect those of the College of Engineering and its management. All interested students have an 
equal opportunity to contribute to this publication. 
Faculty Advisor: Susan Hellstrom Publisher: American Printing Company, Madison, WI 
Correspondence: Wisconsin Engineer Magazine, 1550 Engineering Drive., Madison, WI 53706. 
Phone: (608) 262-3494 E-mail: wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu, Web address: hittp://www.wisconsinengineer.com 
The Wisconsin Engineer is published four times yearly in September, November, February, and April by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association. 
Subscription is $15 for one year. All material in this publication is copyrighted. 
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By Carly Mulliken 

ary Anderson has always tried to During her undergraduate career at New _ "I've always been interested in Japan and 
Mis her various interests, York State University at Buffalo, Anderson — this kind of clicked. I think subliminally 

including Japanese culture and found a mentor who led her to fluvial geo- _ there was a hope that I could follow in the 
geology research, which is why it's not sur- morphology, the study of rivers and associ- _ footsteps of this famous Japanese woman," 
prising that this geology professor was ated landforms. A famous book on fluvial — says Anderson. 
recently elected to the National Academy geomorphology by Japanese author Marie 
of Engineering. Morisawa was a motivating factor as well. _ After receiving a bachelor's degree in geol- 

ogy, Anderson moved on to Stanford 
The summer before she went to college, University and earned a master's in geolo- 
Anderson took a course in music theory to gy, with a focus in fluvial geomorphology. 
prepare for a possible music major. The Ps Fate then brought her in contact with 
class made it clear to her that she didn't another mentor, who introduced her to 
have the innate musical ability needed to hydrogeology--the study of the movement 
succeed, so she returned to her strong suit, F Nee | of groundwater. With a doctorate in hydro- 

science. = geology from Stanford, Anderson was 
| I 3 ready to begin her successful career as 

Anderson recalls her childhood interest in I , — f "j= researcher and professor. 
rocks, which was fostered by an earth sci- L if y i 2 2 z 

ence course during high school and which i ‘ oow = Anderson was hired at UW-Madison in 
eventually led her to study geology. F a g 1975 after a two-year stint as an adjunct 

, Pa g assistant professor of geology at 
‘The course was taught only that one year, hk iit rs = Southampton College of Long Island 
so it was fate that got me interested in < em University. After a few years at UW- 
[earth science] and when it was clear that I a aE: ; * Madison, she helped develop an ongoing 
wasn't made out for music, I thought I ee UW; Madison profes: research program at the Trout Lake basin 
would give geology a try," she says. or in northern Wisconsin's Vilas County. 
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This research project has changed over the a teaching module on heat flow for one of _ I found an aikido group in Madison. I tried 
years. It began with a mission to study her graduate courses. Her duties as editor- _ it out and realized 'this is it, | belong here.” 
ecosystems based on data collected in the _ in-chief of the international journal Ground 
early part of the century. Later, the UW Water also continue during her sabbatical. _ Even though music was not her forte, 
Center for Limnology, which focuses on Anderson and her husband actively sup- 
the study of lakes, received long-term =—~—______9. _____ port the ee rat pro- 
funding from the National Science . . . gram in the -Madison School of Music 
Formdation to do research in northern "My first reaction was disbe- and the American Players Theater in 
Wisconsin. Anderson's predecessor in the lief, stunned, astonishment. Spring Green, Wis. 

eology department had a long standin i us 
ely tn T ecureuil and Bs cag And | am still stunned. If the National Academy of Engineers was 

helped her start what became a nationally -Mary Anderson looking for a well-rounded Researcher 
recognized research program studying whose broad interests help her think about 
groundwater-lake systems. the big picture, this new member certainly 

As a continuation of her interest in fits the bill. We 
"[We focus] mainly on groundwater-lake- Japanese culture, Anderson studies aikido, . 7 a 

wetland systems; northern Wisconsin is an a Japanese martial art. Between her sabbat- Author Bio: thisiwas Gary's final sees 
ideal laboratory for this type of work." ical projects and other duties, she makes tor at UW-Madison. After graduation, she 

time for the activity, which she has prac- hopes to continue writing and make it her 

Along with her research, Anderson also _ ticed for 11 years. career. 
teaches as a professor of geology and geo- 
physics and is a member of the Geological "I needed to find something in my life that 
Engineering Program, an interdisciplinary _ was just for me," she says. "I also wanted 
program between the College of something that would get me out of the 
Engineering and the department of geolo- university; I wanted to meet people who 
gy and geophysics. Anderson's specialty did something other than geology and geo- 
within this program is creating mathemat- _ physics. A friend told me about aikido and 

ical simulations of how groundwater 
moves in the sub-surface. 

"Anyone studying hydrogeology has to 
have expertise in both geology and engi- ae Pe 
neering. If you look at all the people in the va 
world who study groundwater hydrology, 
roughly half of them come from a civil 

engineering background and half come e pS 

from a geology background; it is a mix and Ee Es 
continuum of interests. The science side of eae atin: m 

it feeds into the problems that engineers * os 
are interested in, such as the development F if 

of water supplies and remediation of con- ‘ 
taminated groundwater," Anderson says. a 

When Anderson got the package in the x 
mail announcing her election to the : al 
National Academy of Engineering, she first r 
thought that it was a review for her to look 
over, but when she opened it she realized it 

was something different. 

"My first reaction was disbelief, stunned, 

astonishment. And I am still stunned." 

Anderson is currently on sabbatical from 3 
teaching but definitely not on break. She * Fos = 
visited some colleagues in Japan this win- ‘ z 
ter to follow up her long-standing interest % S 

in using heat as a groundwater tracer. Her 2 
sabbatical project involves using software & 
to simulate heat flow through groundwa- = 
ter systems. And as if that weren't enough, 2 

she is also working on a revision of her 
1992 textbook (which was translated into Professor Mary Anderson in front of the huge topographic globe at the geology 
both Japanese and Chinese) and preparing '™useum. Go explore the museum for yourself at 1215 West Dayton Street. 
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By Paul Kamenski and Matt Stauffer 

here has been a lot of media attentionon Finally, transporting hydrogen is another The compressors needed to compress the 
the possibility of a hydrogen-based large obstacle that would need to be over- hydrogen gas into a liquid for transport at an 
"green energy” economy. Green an acceptable pressure and temperature would 

is a term used for energy produced with use a huge amount of energy. In addition to 
entirely renewable fuels, without releasing Most current methods for we U8 sete By. ayes ais harmful aoe includi ah - paying for this expensive equipment, utilities 
coe atti iiete Gor Oe ul kece wae producing hydrogen release iso would have to lay pipelines all around the 
rounding hydrogen, there are many inherent greenhouse gases themselves. country, resulting in an enormous infrastruc- 

problems associated with switching to its ture change. 
large-scale use. : 

come. Hydrogen could be transported in Hydrogen could also be transported using 

Sanford Klein, UW-Madison professor of _ pipelines like natural gas is, but this would be _ fuel tankers and trucks, Just as petroleum is. 
mechanical engineering, points out three difficult due to hydrogens very low density. _ However, this would not eliminate the need to 

obstacles that advocates of the hydrogen compress the hydrogen into liquid form. 
economy have seemingly overlooked. 

First, there is no naturally occurring hydrogen 
here on Earth. Sure there's plenty on the Sun, 
and Saturn has quite a bit as well, but none is : > $i 5 

available in pure form here on Earth. a, Fd . ee = ee ees 
Hydrogen, therefore, has to be obtained from share" ae t = iad F < bi 

some other source. There are many hydrogen- ati - a, i a 
rich materials such as coal, fossil fuels and ap te eo Aa | ea " SS ie 
even water. The problem is in extracting it “ ital tas + -* fe = Ai iE 
from these parent sources. This extraction : aie eS ae SS a ! 
requires energy. Because no process is com- * is (> | ie k je = 7 
pletely efficient, the more steps involved in a Fin ey | As *g = S 
reaching an end product, the greater the net I Fie aaa, i : % 7 & 

energy loss. ‘ oP eee 4 = *: — a 

Second, processes involved with hydrogen rT as aa ff; oot i % - . a Ne 
extraction could potentially produce environ- ae eae i ‘is n eps = 
mentally unfriendly byproducts. Most current [= fees ah / ——— \ mh 3 

methods for producing hydrogen release beaeeee eit see a ee be ES Ss a E 
greenhouse gases themselves. So even if the esa ie ae ee Fa Pi aA | = 

direct use of hydrogen would not produce : ——— af ae ae bs = ee” > 

harmful byproducts, the production process ee 7 er Ps! \ 4 & oma 2 
most likely would. commas Mc UE ee eer Vine Hea | £ 

Will hydrogen be a viable way to meet the energy demands of modern society? 
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ae c. a a Another UW-Madison professor agrees with 
id . a " the need for drastic change. 

_" y 
Pt Fl 7 we P| "Society is going to make a huge investment 

‘ ce | for a transformation of any sort to happen," 
" | John Perepezko, UW-Madison professor of 

materials science and engineering and engi- 
arn " neering physics, says. Should change become 

"4 sl RR, j necessary, Perepezko advocates thorough 
r ae f engineering analysis. 

7 ii Pe i oi "IE we are going to do this we had better do it 

s e eo — = right the first time. This is a technical issue we 
EE \ ‘ 4 — <a . 2 are facing; therefore, the solution had better be 

: * $ decided based on technical terms, rather than 
, oe rae! My is political terms." For instance, the decision to 

“yy! - ‘Neal i — es use a fuel such as ethanol must be based on its 

ee aaiitt — je technical merits, rather than the advantages it 

SN a Bos ta Ta ® would offer to farmers. Failing to do so could ee si i e 8 
” 3 have serious and possibly irreversible effects. 

— 2 Lots of money and attention is being put on 
L & hydrogen as a potential answer to our energy 
Experimentally obtained hydrogen bubbling from solution. problem. According to Klein, hydrogen is not 

Another option is to store hydrogen intersti- When deciding which form of energy to pur- a viable solution because of the inherent prob- 

tially in solid sodium borohydride. All crys- _ sue as the next major source, it is important to lems associated with its production, fans: 

talline materials have finite gaps between consider all aspects of the source before charg- Porno and storage: Perepezko and Klein 
adjacent atoms. Researchers are trying to find ing ahead. A complete cradle-to-grave analy- eae that decisions to implement new energy 

means of efficiently diffusing hydrogen into _ sis needs to be done in order to determine if infrastructure must be made based on good 
these empty spaces, creating a very high _ the processis actually cost and energy efficient SCIENCE and engineering analysis-and that 
hydrogen storage density potential. This as well as environmentally friendly. Also, any they must be made soon. yf 
would result in a much easier form of fuel — proposals must include significant efforts to ln . 

transportation. On the other hand, this infu- reduce energy consumption. As it stands, sup- Author Bios: Paul Kamenski te) sophomore 

sion and extraction of hydrogen would _ ply simply cannot meet demand in the long megonng 1) materials science and engineenng. 
require energy, taking away from this run. Matt Stauffer is also a sophomore majoring in 
method's appeal. materials science and engineering. 

"We will never run out of fuel because the last 
" . 7 drop of fuel will be so expensive that no one 

If we are going to do this we will be able to afford it," Klein says. 
had better do it right the first 
time. This is a technical issue =", -, 
we are facing; therefore, the . et 

solution had better be decided a.m iat 
based on technical terms, rs a... i. sme . 

te a” . i ge i aa rather than political terms P Mi bat ee ee P| 
- John Perepezko Y ie * | 

Critics summarize the problem thusly: We do § 
not have any hydrogen and there is no rea- | 5 

sonable method for storage or transportation. z 
Furthermore, the infrastructure change need- q $ 
ed for transportation and delivery would be s 
tremendous. 3 #8 

: am 
"I know it's not a good idea, and I think the Mf a: 
people doing it know it's not a good idea,” 2 as 
Klein says. "That's what concerns me, because = 

now it's an issue of ethics—engineering ethics." a 2 

fen 
Test tube containing hydrogen gas released during chemical reaction. 
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FEATURE 

While the conference was primarily designed 
6 to build grassroots organization and action, 

the organizers enlisted several keynote speak- 
ers to highlight the big picture issues that pro- 

we ih ave a ponents of clean energy face. One of the 

speakers was Joel Rogers, a UW-Madison pro- 
fessor of law, sociology and political science. 

Rogers is the founder and director of the 
Eb ro re i @ im @ Center on Wisconsin Strategy (COWS), a 

@ think tank that works to improve the economy 
and living standards in Wisconsin and nation- 
ally. COWS collaborated with the Institute for 

2 America's Future (IAF), another think tank, to Apollo Alliance seeks to ease ateite spit aitine A mar goto 
e 9 Apollo is to make energy efficiency a promi- 

nation S energy woes nent issue throughout the nation. 

"If you can run your economy more efficient- 
ly, you're probably going to have more wealth 

By Nate Holton in the end. No kidding, these are not exactly 
eal So new thoughts," Rogers says. "But what we've 

he price of oil is rising and will almost — Apollo Alliance, held its first annual Midwest — succeeded at doing is getting a bunch of peo- 
| certainly continue to do so. The effects Student Clean Energy Conference. ple who haven't said that before to say it and 

of global warming are beginning to say it together. That's our big accomplish- 
overwhelm even the greatest skeptics with The goal of the conference was to supportand ent," 
evidence of the damage that humans are _ strengthen the student and youth clean ener- 
doing to their planet. Meanwhile, U.S. foreign — gy movement in North America. The ideas laid out in the Apollo Alliances’ 

policy is deeply intertwined with America's "New Energy for America” report have gained 
dependence on foreign energy. Through workshops on such skills as organi- the support of numerous environmental, 

zation, outreach, running campus campaigns — Jabor and civil rights groups. This diverse 
There are difficult problems with the sustain- _ and taking advantage of media opportunities, range of support speaks to the potential these 
ability of current energy policy in the United over 300 young people from across the groups hope to see fulfilled with the imple- 
States. However, many organizations are Midwest came together to learn about how mentation of the Apollo program. 
working to find creative solutions to these they could give clean energy a larger role in 

problems. One such organization is the Apollo _ the United States. The Apollo Alliance wants the federal govern- 

Alliance, a group that focuses on implement- ment to dedicate $30 billion per year for 10 
ing new U.S. energy policies that stress effi- "The conference is all about students from years toward a group of initiatives that would 
ciency, renewable resources and economic across the Midwest learning the skills to Work to increase energy diversity, investment 
advancement. become energy advocates on their campuses jn the industries of the future, promotion of 

now and in the future," Wisconsin Public high performance building and the rebuilding 
On the weekend of March 3-5, Energy Action, Interest Research Group (WISPIRG) member — of public infrastructure. 
a coalition of 30 organizations including the and conference organizer Rick LaTorra says. 

One of the features of the program that Rogers 
Biliz . = —_ - hopes to entice the public with is the claim that 

VEWERGY I . ae = PPS the tax revenue gained from the implementa- 
acl dee , ee == [an a tion of the program would balance out the 

a -e = o Aa) |i e “=, _ $300 billion price tag. If Apollo's projections 
| x i ; iG a [| | See are accurate, then the program would literally 

we: ie uf 1m C.- he og Wr’ a — pay for itself. 

= 4, md a 4 ale 
7 aa ae | ap = = WT peess = "Three hundred billion is nothing. This is a 

i : we <i Ch £ $12.5 trillion economy. Three hundred billion 
¢ “~ AN &, iS dollars is relatively small," Rogers says. "This 

be y< country has an accumulated debt of about $70 
v < s me E trillion. You want to worry about money, 
Le A as 5 worry about that. 

= So what would America stand to gain from 

| 's__ this $300 billion dollar investment? According 
=. / = — to Rogers, in addition to recovering the money 

Listening to a lecture at the Midwest Student Clean Energy Conference held in invested, the Apollo Program would achieve 
March, a group of students discuss clean energy activism. such feats as the creation of 3.3 million jobs 
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and the stimulation of $1.4 trillion in new 
Gross Domestic Product. Energy inefficiency leads to 

unnecessary pollution and 
Though these figures seem impressive, it is wasteful spending. The 
ultimately the program's effect on America's Apollo program is designed 
nonrenewable energy dependence and pollu- to curb both through such 
tion that the people involved with Energy concepts as "smart" electri- 
Action are concerned with. And though there cal grids that are capable of 
is often a common perception that a focus on —_ minimizing energy losses. 
the environment requires an economic trade- Other measures include 
off, Rogers does not see this as the case with appropriate energy regu- 
the Apollo program. lation, strong efficiency 

standards on home 
| "Every businessperson knows that you've got appliances and 

to reduce waste in your own production sys- _ improvements to inef- 
tem. They have to eliminate anything that ficient municipal 
they're producing or spending time on that is _ water infrastructures. s 
not producing any value. And that starts with Also, the program 3 
waste that they have to clean," Rogers says. would improve = 
"So I just think of environmentalism now as _ financing of "green" S 
low waste. We're just trying to build a nation buildings, which g 
with high living standards, high wages and require greater up- & 
low waste." front costs but save g 

money in the long term through 3 
Indeed, there is a great amount of energy inef- _ efficient building, heating and lighting meth- fom 8 
ficiency throughout the United States. ods. renewable sources = 
Outdated electrical infrastructure loses an by 2020 and reduce carbon emis- 
unnecessary amount of electricity between the Furthermore, the program claims it would — ciong by 23 percent at the end of its 10-year 
power plant and the home. Buildings filled enhance the viability of environmentally- guration, 
with poor insulation, inefficient lighting and _ friendly energy producers by investing in and 
power-guzzling appliances waste much of the __ creating markets for bio-energy resources and Though state and local versions of the pro- 
energy supplied to them. Cars, which often renewable energy sources like geothermal, gram are being implemented in numerous 
contain only one passenger, typically make _ solar, and wind. places around the country, there is much 
use of only a small fraction of the energy con- standing in the way of the $300 billion federal 
tained in their nonrenewable fuel. Experts believe that solar resources in particu- program. The focus on renewable sources of 

lar have the ial to deli ai “Wain global warning and the” ‘mmc lon Bina Ue ee 
With global wa mi ng and the Madison professor of mechanical engineering — would cost corporations a significant amount 
eventual end of oil becoming — and director of the UW Solar Energy of money to decrease their pollution. 
greater issues, groups like the | |2portony calculated that a 100-mile by 100- 
Apollo Alliance are realizing mile plot of Nevada land filled with solar pan- However, the Apollo Alliance did extensive 

els that were 10 percent efficient would gen- polling of public sentiment and found that 

that the United States must erate enough electricity to power the entire | mericans would overwhelmingly support it, 

look for environmentally oe oa ue a a pamcenat even if it were to cost several times more than 
" +t wer lines an er real world issues make ‘li : 

friendly and efficient ways of ae a scenario unrealistic, but the example EE Sea SE EAL Pe ae 
powering society. shows the magnitude of solar's potential. With the looming dangers of global warming 

se ' and the eventual end of the world's oil supply, 
TT __ Additionally, the photovoltaic cells used to jt jg becoming more necessary for the United 

generate electricity are far less efficient than ctates to increase its energy efficiency, reduce 
The Apollo program includes initiatives that _ solar heaters, which directly apply solar ener- jt, pollution and eliminate its dependence on 
would attempt to address all of these issues. gy toward the heating of water. foreign oil, Rogers says. 
For example, it stresses the importance of 

renewable fuels for vehicle use. "About one-third of the U.S household water — "yo; have to start now, you have to start train- 

. . heaters are electric. Well, iy can guarantee that ing. Apollo is like training for the whole push. 
"We need to make great incentives for people __ in today's price of electricity, you're better off Apollo is not the end, Apollo is the beginning. 
to use their cars efficiently," Matt Maryl, a with a solar water heater on your house," J, the long run, it's either going to be the end 
research associate for COWS, says. "The eraof — Beckman says. of the world or it's going to be the salvation of 
two dollar gas is done. Five years from now, the world" We 
three dollar gas is going to be done. It's just The potential of the initiatives contained in the 
going up more and more, and, as that hap- Apollo program could be significant. The pro- author Bio: Nate Holton graduated in May 
pens, the relative cost of renewable fuels gram would, for example, place the nationon with degrees in philosophy and mechanical 
becomes much cheaper." track to generate 20 percent of its electricity engineering. He is now a first year law student. 
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Need a | Ve eedajump? (fem 
; bd * 

Students turn to caffeine as source of 
energy and alternative to sleep eS 

® 

By Kevin Jayne 

When the alarm clock goes off to start another "After a late night of studying there's just no priate caffeine use," Pete Anderson, UW- 
early morning, many students think to them- way to make it through another long day Madison professor of nutritional science, says. 
selves, "How am I ever going to make it without some help from caffeine," says engi- 
through the day?" neering student and Wendt Library regular However, caffeine use may create adverse 

Phil Mauermann. effects as well. Caffeine users may feel alert at 
Ignoring the obvious option of returning to first, but this effect will eventually wear off. As 
slumber, the next most inviting alternative is _ If this scenario sounds familiar, you are cer- this occurs, the loss of the adrenaline rush 

caffeine, a drug found in coffee, tea, soft — tainly notalone—nearly 90% of Americans rely leaves a fatigued, drained body. Exhausted 
drinks and even chocolate. In such a desper- _ on caffeine for a daily boost. But are there con- _ once again, the easiest way to regain energy is 
ately fatigued state, the first thing many stu- sequences to frequent consumption? Yes, like _ to supply the body with more of the drug. 
dents do is brew a pot of coffee or grabasoda most drugs, there are positives and negatives 
from the fridge in an effort to jumpstart their associated with caffeine. Nearly 90% of Americans 
day. Of course, students do this to feel atten- . . 
tive and, more importantly, sharpen their First, and most importantly, caffeine does rely on caffeine for a daily 
minds for the school day. indeed act as a stimulant, arousing the brain boost. 

and making an exhausted mind feel alert, 

which aides in concentration for schoo) relat. 
ed tasks. It does so by blocking adenosine — Caffeine is not only used to provide a spark in 
receptors in the brain, which are typically the morning; it is also helpful for the late night 
linked to the feeling of drowsiness. The drug — crammer. While slamming a soda will indeed 
also causes the release of the hormone adren- _ help a student stay alert in front of a textbook, 
aline, the "fight or flight" hormone, into the _ it will also make sleep difficult afterwards. In 

— bloodstream to provide instant energy. fact, the half life of caffeine, that is, the time it 

~ 6 ” Additionally, caffeine increases dopamine lev- _ takes for half the initial quantity to decay with- 

rT NIN in 3 els, activating the pleasure center of the brain, _ in the body, is about six hours. If a student is 

ram fj & and increases the heart rate, which boosts taking caffeine in the evening or at night, it 

ae 2 blood flow to muscles. For those looking for will still be in his system as he goes to rest. In 
; H S energy before exercising, caffeine consump- turn, it is more difficult to fall asleep-and the 

aa 2 tion can also play a part in raising metabolism. _ quality of sleep is poorer--than when the body 
7 < Finally, the increased brain activity has adirect _ is free of caffeine. Naturally, it takes more caf- 

ane 8 correlation on memory performance, positive-_ feine the following morning to provide the 
: : 2 ly effecting short-term memory and reaction same effects. 

i reer, , 2 time. 
pred ae 8 Coincidentally--or as an engineering student, 

wot 5 “The positive, of course, is that it's a stimulant. maybe not-yours truly has developed a 
Plan = Scores show increased intellectual functions dependency on caffeine. My drink of choice is 

3 with a certain dose of caffeine, as well as bet- invariably Mountain Dew, which contains 

F - : ® ter functioning in a number of other ways. approximately 92 milligrams of caffeine per 
Caffeinated drinks are the student's Most measures of intellectual performance, 20-ounce bottle. After a late night, I will often 
solution to studying when the including memory, will improve with appro- drink four bottles the following day, for a total 
homework piles up. 
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. — . sleep," Anderson says. 
Caffeine remaining in body = 

250 Caffeine has been a part of col- 
lege for many years, and will 
continue to be as long as pro- 

N fessors pile on assignments 
200 and students procrastinate. 

Caffeine is perfectly accept- 

ic Pe able to use as a pick-me-up on 
& 150 those rough mornings, or 

2 when there are multiple 
fi} I exams to study for. However, 

2 it is crucial to manage caffeine 

So 4 | intake to avoid the perils of 
5 fs — NY dependency--advice that this 

writer should take note of as 
well. We 

50 

Author Bio: Kevin Jayne is a 
junior studying mechanical 

engineering and_ technical 
a” q a 2 6 = communication. This is his 

Time (hours) second semester writing for 
Wisconsin Engineer. 

Slamming a soda every four hours for the first twelve hours of your day leaves caffeine in your 
body when it comes time to sleep. 

of 368 milligrams. Of course, this intake is says. "The long term risks of 
spread throughout the day, as I consume them dependency are debatable: ate Uta Pa lee LLC- 
beginning at lunch time and through the _ there isno consensus on what ei 
evening. Knowing that caffeine "decays" expo- __ they really are--though some fo | oF] Bob's eo) oh) Shop 

nentially within the body, it is possible to studies have found a link to ' , 
model the amount of caffeine in my blood chronic disease. Certainly, the (608) 251-2936 {emery Bob's Copy Shop - Rance Tower 
throughout the day (and when I'm trying to most documented issue is 4401 University Ave. A family owned and operated quick 
sleep at night), offering an explanation to fre- _ sleep disruption." Madison, WI 53715 printer providing affordable, high quality digital 

quent sleep problems. r . reproduction for more than 30 years! 
While we can't give ourselves 

fare downside is that high amounts are going a full night's rest all the time, - inane licalion sit’a new nemel 
0 have physical effects and may disrupt sleep __ relying on caffeine as a sub- xO So 
patterns. There may also be a modest contri- _ stitute for sleep isa risky idea. g Ee pEwe 

i re ; i 5 = y . ‘Opies 
bution to chronic disease risk, but a student's For this reason, those that lms myxe | « Color Copies 
main concern pertains to sleep troubles. find themselves dependent yy + Transparencies 
Caffeine is related to sleep quality, and a on the drug should make an * Custom Color Calendars 
rough night of rest only leads to more caffeine _ effort to cut back. This may be + Newsletters 
consumption," Anderson says. easier said than done, given oo 

os . + Resumes 
; , ; =a the positive effects of caffeine Friday ee . Manuals 

In time, this cycle of insufficient rest followed se. SatiSun. 1200-50) © Reports 
by caffeine intake creates an addiction where + Theses 
the body needs the drug just to keep up with "The best way to avoid this * Faxing Services 
normal functions. A caffeine addiction is not problem is to maintain a ri — 
as powerful as other drug dependencies; it is | modest intake, being careful 4 “mrepnig oon 
often more psychological than physical. If a not to increase consumption. Come Visi Us iol I 6, 
student is convinced she cannot start her day This can be difficult, as the On The Web + Large Format Printing and Laminating 
without a dose of caffeine, it is exceedingly tolerance effect creates a (up to three feet wide!) 
difficult to cut back. However, developing a demand for more. There is no * Banners 
dependence on caffeine can lead to with- uniform cutoff on what con- * Business Cards 
drawals, as well. stitutes too much caffeine, a 

though a good estimate is * CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 
"There does seem to be a true dependency, — two to four cups of coffee per www.bobscopyshop.com |  * and more 
accompanied by withdrawal symptoms, such day. It's important to remem- 
as headaches. There is also the issue of toler- ber that caffeine is a stimu- 

ance, meaning you need increasingly larger _Jant, but it does not replace 
doses to achieve the same effect," Anderson 
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A look at iPod etiquette 8 “ - 
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By Nicole Rybeck 

T 7" the perfect friend: sleek; fashion- _ But it has other functions as well. Consider the | What is this doing to us as a society? Are we 

f 4 able; able to go wherever, whenever; following situation-I'm sure we've all been _ teaching ourselves that we can do the avoid- 
L willing to leave you alone when _ there. Walking to class, you bump into an ance dance instead of dealing with problems 

you're bored with him and always up for  iPod-er you haven't seen in quite some time. as they are handed to us? 
playing. If fact, you might be asking yourself | You give her a hearty greeting and ask how 

why you haven't come across this impossibly life has been as of late. At this point, you Guess seems to think so. 
ideal companion. Chances are you have. expect your friend to remove one if not both . . : 

You've seen him everywhere. He's in all of — ear buds. But to your amazement, she leaves The first HAGjOF UP! heaval that the iPod has 

your classes, hangs out with your friends and both buds in! You're confused and a little demonstrated vs its ability to isolate. The vast 

knows exactly what kind of music you listen offended. Christopher Guess, a first-year amount of music, the length of time that itcan 

to. This ideal companion is none other than UW-Madison journalism student, explains play and the ... convenient size of the iPod 

your iPod. that you've fallen victim to a common piece of allows [users] to shut people out with extreme 
iPod body language: the "Um ... I can't hear ©S° he says. 

It might seem like from the second shee you, sorry." But this is just one of several 
stepped on campus you were lost in a sea of common behaviors. aT. i ee ee 

Pod people. But iPod users can't be grouped My iPod has become a sort 
into one uniform pool. There are so many "The removal of one ear bud is usually of security blanket, helping 
types of iPods out these days that users’ per- considered to transmit the curt message 'this me adapt to my stress-filled 
sonalities are often reflected by the type of _ will have to be quick,’ " Guess says. "The high- college days 
iPod they own. There are those who prefer the — est approval in today's iSociety is the total =e ee ee 
colorful whimsy of the iPod mini, the more removal of headphones, and especially if they 
spontaneous spirits who sport the iPod shuf- _ are put away, as this states that 'my full atten- ; ee ties: 

fle, the trend-setting owners of the iPod nano __ tion is on you and what I'm doing right here.’ Some students avoid iPods because of the 
and the more traditional apple pie-sort who These messages can provide a very powerful BOCIO-CCORORE DEREAgES they send. nm recent 

prefer the original model. sense of body language and commitment toa Years, our SOCely, has been less about judging 
person.” a book by its cover" and more about judging a 

Though the iconic white ear buds are visible person by their MP3 player. 

in every classroom, street corner and bus stop, _ It appears that the iPod has become some sort |_ : : 
some people who can afford the steep price of social shield. Maybe you run across an I hey really did make the perfect product, 
tag still choose not to own an iPod. It would _ ex-boyfriend or girlfriend, a friend you don't fitst year zoology student Lauren Iwicki says. 
seem that the iPod has recently become a sort _ especially care for or a friend-of-a-friend who There's your iPod for $300. But you can't just 
of personality test, applicable to both support- you aren't sure whether to say "hi" to. The stop there. You need to buy the car charger 

ers and detractors. iPod may just have become the easiest way [which costs] $20 to $40, the FM radio cae 
toravoid sudhiawlaward Gituations! “  mitter [which costs] $40, the case, the skins, 

wioonnoin.- 
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the specially designed speaker system. And "An iPod is no different from a portable CD — walking to class with a friend with both of 
come on, a replacement set of ear buds costs player, a Walkman, or any other device. It is _ their ear buds in. A friend of mine was telling 
$40! By the time you leave the store, you're simply a way to take your entertainment with me just the other day how he and his room- 
already spending $200 more than you intend- you," says sophomore economics student mate were walking to class together, and out 
ed! The marketing is genius, too. They make _ Keaton Miller. "My iPod gives me more choice; _ of nowhere his roommate pulled out his iPod 
you think that they aren't just accessories, do I want to listen to the news over and over and started listening to music as they were 
they're necessities." again while I'm sitting in the airport lobby, or _ talking. My friend told me that he was really 

would I rather hear John Denver talking about —_ caught off-guard and wondered if his compa- 
To some people, the iPod might seem frivolous jet planes instead? Do I need to hear the ny wasn't good enough. 
and overrated; to others, it has become a staple person at the gym on the machine next to mine 
of their day-to-day lives. Over the course of — complain about some inane thing, or would We need to keep in mind that not everyone 
just two years, I have become a Pod person. _ yather rock out to the Rolling Stones?" has the same outlook on iPod etiquette. While 
The iPod has become my sanctuary in a world one person might be completely offended by 
of pop quizzes and term papers. I even have — While the user most of the time has complete _ someone leaving one ear bud in when they're 
certain songs that I listen to on the way to control over their iPod, there is one circum- walking to class together, another person 
exams. My iPod has become a sort of security stance where it will almost certainly kill your — might think nothing of it. To keep everyone 
blanket, helping me adapt to my stress-filled __ spirits. I can't tell you how many times I have _ satisfied, I propose we collaborate on a Ms. 
college days. Wake-up-late-run-to-class music been the victim of forgetting to charge my Manners-style list of iPod etiquette. I've given 
might be hip-hop, whereas exhausted-walk- iPod. There is this absolute sinking feeling in _ this some thought, and this is what I have to 

home-from-the-library-at-3 a.m. music might your stomach when you realize that you won't _ start with: 
be a little more mellow. be able to finish your run with Jay-Z or your 

jaunt to class with Dave Matthews. It can * Never listen to your iPod in lecture. 
While sometimes you might really need the mean real devastation on those days that are Thad a guy in my physics lecture last year 

stability of being able to turn on your iPod and already a little rough. who never took his ear buds out. I didn't 
find that one song you've been craving all day, know him, but I definitely had the 
other times, the iPod can be the spice in your _ As nice of a security blanket as the iPod is, we preconceived idea that he needed a 
life. Before coming to college, [heard somuch need to keep in mind that it definitely isn't a lesson in manners. 
talk of how crazy college kids are. When I _ replacement tool for people. Your iPod isn't 
want to get really crazy, I simply opt for the going to kick around a soccer ball with you or ° If you're walking to class and can spare 
shuffle feature on my iPod. give you a hug after a big test. I've started the time, take both ear buds out and talk 

seeing increasing numbers of students to your friends when you see them. If 
This versatility is what attracts many users. you're hurrying (e.g. it's 9:54 and you 

have class at 9:55) pop out one ear bud 
[ara ea: . pf =e and at least say "hi." 

| 3 dl ¢ If you get a phone call and you're 
ae listening to music, pause the song and 

| i DANE OR | give your phone conversationalist your 

. se ’ en | full attention. It isn't fair to the person on 
4 . Br iit the other line if you can't give them prior- 

F (Te. A ity over a song. Just because they can't see 
3H Li (| you doesn't make it right. 

| i 4 Please help out the iPod etiquette cause by 
i ee submitting your additional rules at 
| http://wisconsinengineer.com/testad/contact. 

} Until then, try turning off your iPod for a day 
and experiencing the world around you. You 
might be surprised to find that you forgot the 
noises of the outside world; find out what 

‘ n your playlist has been missing! We 

a : a y Author Bio: Nicole Rybeck is a sophomore 

° ca . SJ Fd majoring in industrial and systems engineering 

_ ae i as well as French. She is currently serving as 
Qo Ei ie a8 mae the vice president of leadership development 

F = NE is Mees: nine ee f for Polygon Engineering Student Council. This 
js Pa mnie 6) g is her fourth article for Wisconsin Engineer. 

Besa 2 
Perea; 3 
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Christopher Guess isolates himself by listening to his iPod. 
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-)6h OCU “ * There's more to selling a productE 
as 2 a than just developmentE 

By Nick O'Brien 

woman washes herself in the show- _ and scribbles her ideas onto the page. She "The world of high-technology business is 
A“ As droplets fall from her face _ takes the time to write formulas, diagrams, more like gardening than like building a 

and run down the drain, an idea dates, times and what her next steps will bridge," Anne Miner, UW-Madison profes- 

begins to form in her head, like a smile be. She needs to hire an attorney, get a sor of management and human resources, 
forms ona child's face at Chuck E. Cheese. _ patent, file as an LLC (limited liability com- says. "There are a lot of things to account 

She drops the soap, throws back the show- _ pany) and exit through a corporate buyout. for. There is the fact that the technology 
er curtain and--before she drops the She can see her future: long daunting hours _ [has to] work, but even after that it [has to] 

thought--sprints naked through her two of dull dirty work with glimpses and be accepted socially. There's no blueprint, 
room apartment, leaving behind a trail of | moments of true exuberance. She's excited — you put in the work and hope it grows." 
wet footmarks on her carpeted floor. about her plan: the dream of thousands of 

inventors--the next great high-technology High-technology companies are risky 
She hurdles a full laundry basket, scram- business. because of the large amount of capital that 
bles through a cluttered desk, grabs a pen has to be invested before a product can hit 

A high-technology company is anew com- the market. Companies regularly invest 
pany with a novel idea. Most businesses hundreds of thousands--and sometimes 

‘i e can be categorized as one of four different — millions--of dollars to develop a fully func- 

GEN \ types: (1) old company with old technolo- _ tional prototype. 
Pee % gy, (2) old company with new technology, 

(3) new company with old technology and Oftentimes, it takes a lot of convincing to 
os (4) new company with new technology. Prove that a technology is worth the time 

ee Most university business classes are orient- and money. And although late-night 

a ye i ed toward the first three, but recently there _ infomercials may try to sell a methodology, 
ae has been a push to establish more entrepre- there is no formula for creating the next 

. ‘i neurial courses that focus on the latter. Microsoft. 

§ The incredible world of high-tech business "I've been humbled many times. There 
8 is as unorthodox as the way the woman have been companies I thought were inter- 

= came up with her invention. Each week, esting but would never make it [that] 
= thousands of inventors take their ideas and ended up doing pretty well; and then there 
g file for United States patents. But, even have been others I thought would make it 

r : = with a great idea, a broad patent and fool- for sure, but didn't,"" Miner says. 
Anne Miner; UW" Madison) professor, of proof plan, many things can interfere with "Sometimes it's an issue of timing." 
management and human resources, 5 i 

fai ~’ an inventor from ever earning a cent. . . 
speaks to O’Brien about the complexi- Even if a high-technology company makes 

ties of high-technology business. it to the market there is no guarantee it will 

eS 
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remain intact. High-tech business are often Google’s late entry into the search Fe, ee 

bought and sold or dismantled completely. engine market may have contributed to [> 9 8 = 
its overwhelming success. Google 

Big corporations and companies are trying — allie 

their best to keep pace with the trends of diagnosing capabilities and finding a way " eemerenaet —[ 

the economy. Just like train engines that they can control the landscape." maitomcen rire Dose 
evolved from wood to coal to diesel, so too antes 

are many of our technologies. Even small For example, Google was not the first 
consumer products, like razors, are chang- Internet search engine available. When 

ing rapidly. Five blades are now available, Google arrived at the scene, many thought 

when just a few years ago it was two. the market for search engines was saturat- 
ed. Through innovative thinking and neW [io 

Big companies will often choose to buy out marketing techniques, Google was able to [i's Sasser 
smaller ones that have knowledge in the establish a position in the market, and ulti- Graail wn 
market, capabilities to manufacture and mately become the most widely used ee ae 

established distribution channels. Abuyout — search engine in the world. Ce Nt ati ssereregs eee 

is a big company's way of staying current cy Sarena en 
with the times. It allows them to enter new On campus, there are many opportunities oa eect ends 
markets without wasting time and for student entrepreneurs to get involved freee na arian ‘sana 
resources developing their own products in high-tech business. One of the best is the ‘FETs 

or building new factories. Steven G. Burrill competition. The competi- ES nam ceemt mere rome 
tion is held every year in May and encour- cei ie ta 

"Big companies will often use smaller com- ages business and engineering students to spa =i 
panies as the testing site," Professor Miner work together to not only develop a prod- ary = = Ee ECE 

says. "It is a way for them to see the value uct, but also a marketing plan. iaiesnaenes : 

of a potential market." Lemme 3 
"Some would like to think that the trick is =") 7 

A very simple way to describe high-tech- in the technology, but there is more to it |” =7=:~~~ "iaaamn cig ® 
nology business comes from an idea called than that," Miner says. "It truly is a social <a | “de ea 
the S-Curve. The S-Curve is a theory with- endeavor. It's like having a personal con- ee P| : 

in the world of technological management __ yersation with the world." we es a on 

that simply states that technologies must, —— ere “ 
like nature, go through evolutionary steps. Author Bio: Nick O'Brien is a double major |) )="=-~ 7 cog 

In the beginning, the S-Curve shows that in chemical engineering and theatre and | "saz /ATNISINGR ATs 
there must be many new technologies drama. He is thrilled to be in his third | 355. [seh SO Sdecou 
within a given market. Through use, tech- semester with the magazine. 

nological supremacy is achieved, and with 
it some companies die while others suc- THE UNIVERSITY 

= WISCONSIN 
A business can achieve market supremacy ‘ vi . 7 
in several different ways. Having a domi- Peperunens of Engineering 

5 : s 5 jal Development 
nant design, using creative marketing tech- 

niques or utilizing efficient internal man- Offering more than 300 continuing education 
agement all contribute to a business's abili- courses annually in 

ty to gain a share of the market. According ™ Engineering 1 Project Management 
to the S-Curve, once the market has cho- Design | Management 

sen" an optimal technology, the businesses § Operations w Maintenance 
that best fit that mold remain, while their p ; ‘ 

@ Production @ Planning 
counterparts are forced to concede. 

On-site, custom training options 

Additionally, S-Curve theory shows that it Latest knowledge with a practical, results-oriented focus 

is not necessarily advantageous to be first , 
to market, and a there fe finite number Pusan Lia reel seta cence eee lee LL 

of favorable improvements for any given Also offering the Master of Engineering in 
technology. For example, once Henry Ford Professional Practice online degree 
established the Model T, he made no signif- ‘ r 
icant changes to the design for a few ™ Management and advanced technical skills for 

engineering leaders 
decades. Instead, he spent his money on im Immediate apalicaton icjeb ibiliti 
: . : 4 pplication to job responsibilities 
improvements in manufacturing and dis- A ; 

ae @ Internet-based delivery—anytime, anywhere 
tribution. 

http://mepp.engr.wisc.edu/ 

"One big myth of high-tech business is that 
it is best to be first; sometimes it's better to 800-462-0876 custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu 

be late," Miner says. "Success comes from 
SY 

: ! a 
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ON CAMPUS 

= LS Sl By Alauna Hersch he ——— 2. 
~ "a 3 vi I: a cold and windy winter day in early 

Ay oy f Pou February as you push through thick, 

/ o a i) Nog A = i ankle deep snow. The ‘maida of your 
| ss by We ges shoes start to feel a little wet, and you 

i i: i VA x! NN begin to realize how far you really are 

~~ rN \ & y J Fs id from the engineering campus. But, as you 
ee lia\ ° Ay ee Tf finally enter the Engineering Centers 

Sore . NY [UY ( \ 7 Building, you're immediately surrounded 
ves a . “ay \ F ] ae ) ~ by the fresh air of innovation. 

fi jj . “Se f NOE ] j = 

~d oY <i net Pee WN <4 Zee Stretching throughout the walls of the 
. | eS ey ww, | a entrance are posters depicting numerous 

f Ww ( ie CF Mi on ideas for improving or creating a plethora 
eS @ i\ r | eae la a a ea of devices. These devices range from a f a2 >~ a | & sibissieeiaees eee Ff 8 

f : MW <<) | \f [ee = at solar energy collector to a grocery getter to 
= Bie a tii i es aN p ~~ yA a light target. As you walk through the 

1 me 2 ee: X —, a P a halls you can feel the mounting anticipa- \ me A at vA ( one YORE Aaa Be 
\ hap ey i es VA /i Lee Nome A . | f tion as each group awaits their turn to 

Lf Ta a) A eS aly ] p ly \ reveal to the judges what months of prepa- 
in > 2 AN » l AS ry ry Coa” ration have produced. The creativity sur- 

ay , Ry: <8 a Se ped s fet rounding each product is undeniable and 
jg = i. x SA aA Y > y7, the attention to detail immaculate. For 

F o_] ae 7 Pen OY, a y= young inventors, the early days of 
y a, <9 AT of Va Ae AS f// February are not just ordinary days. They 

Ree ] PF \ AT} op Lh La 7 are Innovation Days. 

\" rs pa a > we pi 
- a i ry . | Wow MeN 7) VA» ~~ Innovation Days, which began at 

i La As) | cy \ iY # Wied AD) ? UW-Madison in 1995, starts every year on 
pease > f).\ \ P . ms ; e> ra ’ UG) -e g Thomas Edison's birthday and spans two 

a asec a _ ri ~ e fe = ey _, days in early February. Undergraduates 
i = % | ho iy NG Ya y <a from all over campus compete as individ- 
Shs ae FN aN i cs = uals or teams to come up with the next big 

py ast ==" thing. The incentive for these students? Up 
$ y ae aT > to $14,500 in prizes courtesy of the compe- 

Bh ss % = tition's sponsors. 

toe up " & Richard Schoofs, a chemical engineering 

ee ae alumnus, sponsors the Schoofs Prize for 

Creativity, which awards four winners 
—e with $10,000, $7,000, $4,000 and $1,000, 

respectively. Peter Tong, an electrical and 
computer engineering alumnus, sponsors 
the Tong Prototype Prize, which awards 
three individuals with $2,500, $1,250 and 

$700, respectively. The other available 
awards are the $1,000 Younkle Best 

Presentation Award and the $1,000 

Sorenson Design Notebook Award. 

In the 2006 competition, Angie Franzke, a 

senior majoring in mechanical engineer- 
ing, entered two inventions: a concentrat- 

ing solar collector and a self-leveling 
wheelchair tray. While the wheelchair tray 

e ' g h + Py faired well, the solar collector won Franzke 

MA on 2 prize: first place in both the Schoofs Prize for 

Creativity and the Tong Prototype Prize. 

"The concentrating solar collector is a 
natural way to generate hot water or elec- 
tricity without the use of oil or gas," 
Franzke says. 
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Franzke credits her grandfather with first Franzke also had some more general Top ten ways to generate 
sparking her interest in engineering. When —_ advice about the competition. a great Innovation Days 
she was very young, she came across an entry idea 
unassembled garden hose holder. With "Start early. You can design something, 

great excitement and against her grandpa's but building it is much different,” she 1. Find an idea that your team is 
advice, she began to assemble it without Says: After you have etched qubyane idea, excited about--there are going to be 
even glancing at the instructions. After suc- 0 for it and give it your all. It's also \ janie ahead 

cessfully completing the project, her important to stay optimistic and be confi- Be ee ee 
destiny in engineering was clear. dent about your idea. Shawn Enright, fourth place, 2006 

Schoofs Prize 
—___—_. aaa Semana Regarding the night before 

RE re ll _ | the competition, the pre- | 2. "Look at nature and how problems 
Wi 3 ~ > | game strategies vary. | have been overcome naturally, for exam- 
: i i O'Brien suggests a practice | oie, the way a dragonfly flies around ver- 
iz 4) session: sus a bumble bee." 
feces} | x : es 2"My team and I got togeth- -Nick O'Brien, first place, 2005 Schoofs 

N a er and went to a sorority Prize 

yr ae 2 house," he says. "We prac- 
} %ticed our presentation four | 3. "We spent many meetings just brain- 

\ + | |&or five times and watched | storming crazy ideas and writing them 
a - — 2 how the girls reacted. Inmy | down and then discussing them later." - 

li ssi — =) |= opinion, if you can talk in | Jon Oiler, third place, 2006 Schoofs 
C = ; m| 5 front of a group of sorority Prize 

r rma | £ girls, you can talk in front 

€ a bint | Pete & of the judges." The tech- fs : j 

Angie Franzke, the winner of the 2005 Schoofs Prize, "ique seemed to work well - ae S ie inet ones land] Pte 
poses with her winning invention, the concentrating for this group, considering | @ Way 10 save lives [or] ON eee 
solar collector: they won the Younkle Best | ciency of something." -Brad Hotle, fourth 

Presentation Award. place, 2006 Schoofs Prize 

As you walk around to the different booths bes is Sakon xl 2 
at Innovation Days, the months of sweat a year's big winner Plans to put her | 5, "Talk to as many people in as many 
and hard work become extremely evident. inal oe : ably & alin ct een different professions as you can. Ask 
The teams are full of individuals of all ages hapte: _ ZS fabicate ee them what they need." 

and backgrounds. Nick O'Brien, a junior | P Pay 2OF &i : i -Angie Franzke, first place, 2006 
ieee : - she may continue her work in renewable y 

double majoring in theater and chemical energy. Schoofs Prize 

engineering, won the Younkle Best . 

Presentation Award in 2006 and was a 2005 Ags you push open the thick Engineering | 6. "Use your Physics 202 book. Keep it 
Schoofs Innovation Days champion with Centers Building doors to leave, the cold | and read it~all the rules of physics can 
his team's FireSite invention. His advice, as — wind whips sharply past your face. You | be bent." -Nick O'Brien 

a three-time participant in Innovation begin trudging back through the snow, 

Days, is to enter early and often. realizing once again how far you have to | 7 "Play devil's advocate on your list of 

"| went from worst [for his 2004 entry, a al be eo ee Oe ideas. For example: ‘We've invented X, 
light-up stocking] to first, and the experi- 46 i¢ yoy a era now what can be better?’ " 

; Be e if you could just jump into a nice warm ; ao 
ence of SOs through the competition shuttle box that could quickly fly you -Nick O'Brien 
really helped," he says. ‘ 

home. Hmm ... could you be next year's 
Fianizke aerses, Schoofs winner? We 8. Bring a list of your ideas to : 

someone in the profession and get their 

"If you have an idea, do it at whatever age. Author Bio: Alauna Hersch is a junior | opinion. -Shawn Enright 
Even if you don't win, you'll learn a lot majoring In neurobiology. She plans to 

from the experience,” she says. attend medical school after graduation. 9. "Watch science fiction movies and jot 

; ; . . down your ideas as they come." 
But sometimes, coming up with the idea -Nick O'Brien 
can be the most challenging part. After 
discussing their experiences with several a i ee 

past CORTE, T picked up some key 10. Chew peppermint gum; it stimulates 

advice for brainstorming ideas (see side- the brain!" -Alauna Hersch, yet to com- 
bar). pete 
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COMMENTARY 

The finest in eclectic humor 
By Casey Weltzin and Kari Jordan 

Top 10 things that are impossible for engineering students to comprehend: 

1) Sherpa boots, aka Ugg boots, aka dead animal on feet. 
2) Why women aren't governed by first order linear ODEs 
3) How the Duck Hunt gun works 

4) Foreign TA’s accent 
5) Quantum-mechanical infinite square wells 
6) 45 minute long line at the new Subway 
7) Non-paid internships 
8) Basic math without a TI-89 

9) Eight hours of sleep 
10) Own strange obsession with mechanical pencils 
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We'd love to hear from you! 

Contact us to receive a special Alumni Newsletter. 

wiscengr@cae.wisc.ed
u 

| We Listen, 
; a We Innovate -~ 

Great me | and We Solve & et ih Madison 

Ce Ds 2 Reedsburg 
= ancang Schafield 

People, " ls ’ — Prairie du Chien 

Great “ V | YIERBICHER 
Be i id Committed to Quality Service Since 1976 

‘ y < 800-261-6468 + www.vierbicher.com 

Company
 

* Engineering, Architecture, Planning, Community Development, Surveying, GIS, Environmental, Water Resources 

Project Managers ¢ Designers 

Estimators ¢ Field & Office Support 

J. F. AHERN Co. 

See all our current job openings at: 

www.jfahern.com



comic sans 
make your eyes bleed? 

y everywhere you go? 

twice a day? 

— WE WANT YOU! — 
Turn your geekery into productivity, and be published! We 
are looking for any student interested in web develop- 
ment, business, advertising, writing, photography, and 
design layout. A phenomenal resume item and a chance 
to earn college credit and make friends across campus! 

JOIN THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER! 

wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu www.wisconsinengineer.com
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